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2  Solute DIFFUSION  COEFFICIENTS OF BIOCIDES  IN 
SUPERCRITICAL  CARBON  DIOXIDE 
1.1  Background 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The supercritical state is when a substance is heated above its critical 
temperature (Tc) and compressed above its critical pressure (Pc). The supercritical 
region for carbon dioxide is shown in Fig. 1-1. At this stage, a substance becomes 
fluid with particular  properties  intermediate  between those of  a liquid and a gas as 
shown in  Table 1-1. In spite of  severe conditions, these unique properties combine 
some good advantages. With gas-like viscosity, a supercritical fluid (SCF) will 
have high flow rate for relatively small pressure drop. It also allows SCFs to 
penetrate deeper and faster than liquids in porous media. With liquid-like density, 
SCFs have the potential to be good solvents. The solvent power ofSCFs can be 
adjusted by small changes in temperature and pressure, especially near the  critical 
point (shown in Fig.1-2). In addition, SCFs have little surface tension; therefore, 
there is no wetting problem. 
SCF  technology has been rapidly developed and widely applied to many 
areas  such  as  extraction, impregnation, chemical reaction, and pharmaceutical 
manufacturing.One interesting application ofSCFs is impregnation ofbiocides in 
microporous materials such as wood to preserve them from biodegradation. Several 
studies have been conducted to develop a feasible process including bench-scale 
impregnation(Sahle-Demessie, 1994),  solubility  of biocides  in  pure  and 
modified  SC-C02  (Junsophonsri, 1994), and  phase behaviors ofbiocides in SCFs 
(Hassan, 1997). Nevertheless, during pilot plant development, there was a problem 
which arose in the solution preparation vessel called the "saturator". This was a 2 
vessel where SC-CO~  was passed through a packed bed containing biocide. In order 
to design this unit it is necessary to obtain the diffusion coefficient (D12), a 
fundamental  transport property. 
1.2 Review of  Diffusion Coefficient Studies 
In the numerous reviews of diffusion coefficient studies, there were several 
techniques employed to measure D!2. Unfortunately, only a few studies were 
conducted in a supercritical region. The reason was the severe conditions: high 
pressure and temperature. Operating at these conditions needed expensive 
equipment. Difficulties in controlling pressure and temperature were also problems. 
Due to the lack of experimental data, few theoretical or empirical models for the 
prediction of D!2 in a supercritical fluid have been developed and tested. 
Fig. 1-1 
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1.2.1  Techniques 
In early studies, Tsekhanskaya(1971) utilized a Solid Dissolution 
technique(SD) to determined D12. The method used was relatively common for 
normal conditions. The solid solute was packed at the bottom of  a diffusion cell and 
allowed to diffuse into a SCF. The mass lost can be measured to calculate D12; 
however, the saturation concentration of  the solute must be known. Each 
experiment would take up to 32 hours. Debenedetti and Reid(1986) and Knaff and 
Schlunder(1987) also adopted the same concept but with slightly different 
apparatus designs. 
Meanwhile, fundamental work by Taylor(1953) on dispersion modeling was 
applied to the measurement of Dl2> the techniques called Capillary Peak 
Broadening (CPB), which became widely accepted. The technique involved the 
dispersion of  a pulse of  solute in a solvent flowing in laminar flow through a tube. 
Compared to the earlier SD technique, data could be obtained relatively  (about I 
hour).Nevertheless, there were plenty of limitations to consider such as pressure 
drop, initial peak dispersion, dead volume and adsorption on tubing wall. Details of 
this technique will be discussed further in Chapter 2. 
Alternative modem techniques which needed expensive apparatus and 
facilities such as Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (PCS), Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance(NMR) and Radioactive Tracer Response (RTR) have been developed. 
The advantage of  PCS over CPB is that measurements can be carried out in the low 
density region. The NMR technique is applicable to measure the diffusion 
coefficients over a wide range of  temperatures and pressures. 
1.2.2  Supercritical Solvent and Solute 
Carbon dioxide (C02) has been the most common supercritical solvent used 
in diffusion coefficient studies because it is non-toxic, non-flammable, relatively 5 
inexpensive and convenient to operate (low Pc and Tc).  Other solvents used also 
have relatively low Pc and Tc such as argon, nitrogen, helium. Most studies 
investigated the effect of  solvent properties(density and viscosity) on D12 at various 
temperatures, and pressures. 
A wide variety of  solutes has been studied. Umezawa and Nagashima 
(1992) examined the dependence of  D12 on molecular weight for alkanes, from 
CsHI2 to C14H30• Sassiat et al.(1987) studied the effect of  the molar volume(V N) of 
aromatic compounds such as benzene, naphthalene and phenanthrene instead of 
molecular weight. They found a negative linear relationship between log DI2 and 
log VN at constant temperature and density, which is consistent with the Wilke & 
Chang correlation. Studies with higher molecular weight solutes such as palmitic 
acid(CI6:0) ethyl ester were conducted by Liong et al.(1992). They also found a 
linear relationship between log DI2 and log VN with a different slope than in Sassiat 
et al., which was attributed to different molecular shapes. However, there has not 
been a study to directly investigate the effects of  solute shape and solute association 
in SCFs on diffusion coefficients. 
1.2.3  Models for Prediction of  Diffusion Coefficients 
Because  fluids near supercritical conditions are highly non-ideal, predictive 
models have been difficult to develop. Most such models are semi-empirical and 
are derived from one of  two principle concepts. The first concept is the Chapman-
Enskog kinetic theory for dilute gases, which was adapted to dense fluid systems to 
be the rough hard sphere (RHS) theory. The second concept is the Stokes-Einstein 
hydrodynamic theory in liquid systems. A new model of  this type is that of  Liu and 
Ruckenstein(1997), which was developed to be valid for polar and nonpolar, small 
and large solute molecules, based on data for 33 solutes and 598 measured 
diffusion coefficients. 6 
1.2.3.1  Rough Hard Sphere Theory with  Free Volume Expression 
Based on the Chapman-Enskog kinetic theory in dilute gases, the 
rough-hard-spheres assembly is assumed to represent the dense fluid. The diffusion 
coefficient in a SCF can be directly related to the low density diffusion coefficient 
by the approximate Enskog formulation(Chapman and Cowling,1970). The theory 
is complicated; however, a simpler form of  the RHS theory was presented by 
Matthews and Akgerman(l987). Starting from the free volume equation expressed 
in form (Dymond, 1974): 
....................... (1.1) 
Matthews and Akgerman(1987) described the diffusion coefficient 
in n-alkanes system and found the parameters  ~  and VD  could be expressed as: 
...................... (1.2) 
where M2 is the solute molecular weight(glmol) and Vc is the solvent critical 
volume (cm3/mol). 
Liong et a1.( 1992)  found that  expression for  ~  for a series of 
esters could be expressed as: 
....................... (1.3) 
with an AAD of  about 3 %. However, this model did not appear to hold for 
aromatic or cyclic compound at a molar volume above 80 cm
3/mol. The main disadvantage of  this model  was that it was system specific. VD and  13  must be 
evaluated for each solute-solvent system. 
1.2.3.2 Stokes-Einstein Based Equations 
The Stokes-Einstein equation is: 
....................... (1.4) 
where ks is  the Boltzmann constant(JoulelK), Ro is the solute radius,  J..L  is the 
solvent viscosity. The Stokes-Einstein equation is derived based on hvdrodynamic 
behavior by assuming that a rigid solute sphere is diffusing in a continuum of 
solvent(Cussler,1984) as shown in Fig. 1-3. 
Fig. 1-3  Molecular motion in a liquid based on Stokes-Einstein model 
(Cussler,1984). 
7 8 
This behavior was suited to systems where the solute molecule size is more 
than five times that ofthe solvent(Cussler, 1984). A characteristic of  this behavior is 
that the diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional to the viscosity of  the 
solvent. There have been many empirical or semi-empirical correlations based on 
the Stokes-Einstein equation. The most commonly used relationship is the Wilke-
Chang equation(1955): 
....................... (1.5) 
where Tis temperature(K),  ~ is the solute-solvent interaction factor, MJ is the 
molecular weight of  solvent(glmol),  J!  is the viscosity of  the solvent(  cP), and VN is 
the molar volume of  the solute at its normal boiling pOint(cm
3/mol). In recent 
reviews, the Wilke-Chang equation tended to overpredicted DI2 in SCF systems 
because of  the deviations from ideal hydrodynamic behavior. The average absolute 
deviation (AAD) was 14.5 %  for  aromatic derivative hydrocarbons such as 
benzene, toluene, naphthalene, and phenol ( Lai and Tan,1995). Sassiat et al.( 1987) 
found that the values of the diffusion coefficients of  benzene, naphthalene, 
phenanthrene, pyrene, and chrysene were in good agreement with the Wilke-Chang 
equation for unassociated liquids when the density of  CO2 was greater than 0.6 
g/cm
3
. For long straight-chain molecules, such as a series of  esters, the systems 
behaved according to hydrodynamic theory (DrIT  ex::  J!  -1.05),  but it was found that 
the Wilke-Chang equation underpredicted the experimental data. The AAD was 5 
% for C4:0 ester to 21% for C22:0 ethyl ester (Liong et al.,1992). These errors are 
attributed to the Wilke-Chang equation's use of  the molar volume to characterize 
the solute size; it does not account for the difference in shape of  molecule. 1.2.3.3 Hayduk-Minhas Correlation 
Since the hydrodynamic theory(D12  ex::  ).l  -I  )  does not hold in SCF 
systems for some solute molecules, Feist and Schneider(1982) correlated their data 
with a power law relationship( D12  ex::  ).l  -a; 0 < a < 1). A model developed by 
Hayduk and Minhas took into account the interaction between the solvent viscosity 
and the solute molar volume. The correlation is: 
TI.47  E 
D12  =  133 X 10-
8  Vo.~ 
N 
where £  ~  e~~2 )  - 0.791 
....................... (1.6) 
9 
Note that the correlation was developed for D12 in liquid system for normal paraffin 
solution. 
The AAD from the Hayduk-Minhas correlation was 4 percent for C4:0 ester 
to 16 percent for C22:0 ethyl ester(Liong et aI.,1992). Compared with the Wilke-
Chang correlation, the AADs from the Hayduk-Minhas were less than those from 
the Wilke-Chang for long chain esters. However, for phenylacetic acid(Wells et 
aI.,1992), the AAD from the Wilke-Chang correlation (5.5 percent) was less than 
the AAD from Hayduk-Minhas correlation (15.1 percent). 
1.2.3.4 Semi-Empirical Expression by Liu and Ruckenstein 
From a theoretical treatment for a dilute solute near the critical point 
of  the solvent by Anisimov et al. (1995), a model for the diffusion coefficient was 
developed as the sum of  two contributions: the singular contribution due to the long range correlation and the background regular contribution. The final equation for 
the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution was: 
10 
Liu and Ruckenstein(1997, 1998) found that the calculation could be 
generalized with a =  1.5, C = 3.0 as constants and 
f  = 2.27 - 03445( r::2) 
r::1 
where Tc2 and Tcl is the critical temperature of  solute and solvent, respectively. 
8  00 was the thermodynamic factor which was calculated from the Peng and 
12 
Robinson (1976) equation of  state. 
The mean of  AAD from 33 solutes in SCF CO2(598 data points) was 
5.71 percent which the authors' considered acceptable. It shows that this model was 
applicable to a wide range of  solutes. 
1.3  Objective 
The objectives for  this study were divided into two categories: 
experimental and theoretical. 
The experimental objectives were: 
1)  set up an experimental apparatus to measure Dl2 of 
biocides based on the CPB(  capillary peak broadening) method. 
2)  verify the reproducibility and compare the results 
from the system to previously reported values for naphthalene as a solute in SC-
CO2• II 
3)  measure D12 of  some commercially available biocides 
in pure supercritical fluid CO2  at temperatures from 35  DC to 57 DC and pressures 
from 100 bar to 230 bar to provide new data on solutes of  industrial interest. 
In order to design the saturator in the pilot plant process, we need to 
be able to predict the diffusion coefficient ofbiocides in various supercritical 
conditions without performing extensive experiments. Therefore, the theoretical 
objectives were: 
1)  investigate available correlations which show 
potential applicability to the biocides-supercritical CO2 system. 
2)  compare the experimental results to the predicted 
values from those correlations and identify correlations that provide acceptable 
prediction for substances of  commercial interest. Chapter 2 
Experimental Procedure and Analysis 
2.1  Apparatus Description 
12 
The apparatus used in this study was composed of two main sections, as 
shown schematically in Fig.2-1. The first section was the solute solution loop. 
Since TCMTB and Tebuconazole are solids at ambient conditions, these solutes 
cannot be directly injected into a SCF CO2 stream. Each solute was first dissolved 
in pure SCF CO2 to form a solution with very low concentration. A biocide was 
first weighted and placed in a cartridge which was then inserted into the extractor 
(ISCO model SFZ
tm 2-10) chamber. Liquid CO2 from a cylinder was passed 
through syringe pump A (ISCO model 260 D) which was used to reach the desired 
pressure. C02 was sent to the extractor to dissolve biocide and the product saturated 
solution was held in view cell A (Jurguson model 12-T-40 with a volume of 33.92 
cm3) and in syringe pump B (ISCO model 100 D). The function of pump B was to 
maintain the pressure of the solution to be the same as that of the SCF CO2 carrier 
stream. This solution was delivered through a 5 ilL sample loop of an injection 
valve (Va1co model 6U1380). Connections for the six ports of the injection valve in 
the "normal" position  (position A) and "injected" position (position B) are shown 
in Fig. 2-2. The solution was recycled back to the view cell A. 
The second section was the SCF CO2 carrier stream. Liquid CO2 from a 
cylinder was drawn to syringe pump A which can operate at either constant pressure 
or constant flow rate. SCF CO2 at the desired pressure and flow rate flowed through 
the injection valve and the tubing (Alltech, 316 stainless steel tubing with 0.5375  ± 
0.0032  mm inner diameter and 525 m length). The internal radius of the tubing was 
measured by weighing after filling the tube with deionized water (see detail in PumpB 
Vent~--~~--------, 
r·_·_·_·_CJ  Water 
~  :  . - . - Circulator 
View cell  o 
Pump A  Extractor 
CO2  cylinder 
Fig. 2-1 Schematic apparatus drawing 
check valve 
5 m., 0.54 mm id. 
tubing 
PVC _  pi pe.__  _ _____._! _____ L.  ___________  ._.L.-:.  __  =_  .. =  .. __  =._=  .. _=._==. :;---r---~ 
--------.Injection-valv.~e----- UV  detector 
View cell  1--11_ Vent 
Flowmeter 
Expansion valve 
heated with heating tape 
- •  .-l Appendix A). The tubing was immersed in a water bath, whose temperature was 
controlled by a circulator (VWR Scientific model 1156). This heating water was 
circulated through PVC pipe, with a measured maximum temperature deviation 
along the pipe of 1 0c. The end of the tubing was connected to a UV absorbance 
detector  (ISCO model V  4) with microcolumn, SCF flowcell 
14 
(5 mm pathlength, 1  J1L chamber volume). The signal from the detector was sent to 
a recorder (National Instrument I/O board model AT-MIO-16 recorded using a 
software stripchart "Daqware"). Afterwards, CO2 was passed through vent view 
cell B(Jur~son modeI12-T-40 with a volume of 33.92 cm\ which was connected 
to a pressure transducer and indicator (Heise model90IA). Finally, An expansion 
valve wrapped with heating tape (Clas-Col  model DETD 510) was employed to 
manipulate the exit flow rate, which was monitored using a flow meter 





Fig. 2-2  Schematic connection diagram of 6-port injector. ----------------------
15 
2.2  Experimental Procedure 
2.2.1  Initial Preparation 
The UV detector and the circulator were first turned on. The UV detector 
required  30 minutes to warm the lamp and the heating water likewise required 
about 30 minutes to reach thermal equilibrium. To make sure that all tubing and 
vessels initially contained only CO2, all vent valves were open for 15 minutes to let 
CO2 from the cylinder move through the entire system and out the vent. Then, all 
valves were closed. 
2.2.2  Solute Preparation 
After the biocide was weighed and loaded in the extractor chamber, it is 
necessary to purge the chamber again to remove air. CO2 from the cylinder was 
again passed through the chamber and vented. Then, C02 from the cylinder, drawn 
and compressed to the desired pressure in pump A, was used to fill the chamber. 
After 10 minutes for the biocide to be dissolved, the exit valve was opened slightly. 
The exit solution gradually filled the solution view cell "A" and pump B. The valve 
between pump A and the extractor was closed, and pump A was disconnected from 
the extractor. To ensure that the solution had a uniform concentration, the pressure 
setpoint in pump B was decreased and increased alternately to force the solution to 
flow back and forth between the view cell and pump B. Next, pump B was set to 
the desired pressure and the solution was passed through the sample loop in the 
injection valve and back to the solution view cell used as a collection vessel. 16 
2.2.3 COl Carrier Stream Preparation 
This step was very important to achieve accurate results. The flow rate and 
pressure had to be perfectly controlled with minimum fluctuations. First, CO2 from 
the cylinder was drawn and compressed to the desired pressure in pump A and then 
sent through the tubing to be collected at the vent view cell "B". After this filling, 
pump A must still have enough CO2 left in it to run the pulse experiment. It 
required about 30 minutes for the CO2 in the system to reach thermal equilibrium. 
The flow rate at pump A controller was monitored to be almost steady and very 
nearly zero. To set up flow in the tubing, the expansion valve was gradually opened 
until flow of CO2 was measurable at the flow meter. The operating mode at pump 
A controller was changed from constant pressure to constant desired flow rate. The 
expansion valve was again adjusted until the desired pressure was achieved and 
held steady. This step had to be done delicately to avoid overflowing. At this point, 
steady flow was accomplished. Due to the Joule-Thompson cooling effect, heating 
tape was employed to maintain the expansion valve's temperature. The pressure 
indicator and flow meter served as indicators of steady conditions within. 
2.2.4 Sample Injection 
After the previous preparations were completed, the experiment began by 
injecting the solute solution in the sample loop into the C02 carrier stream. 
Originally, a full injection was used for naphthelene as the solute. However, for 
biocide-C02 systems, severe peak tailing was observed. This result was consistent 
with the observation of Sassiat et al.( 1987). Thus for biocide solutions, the injection 
valve was switched to the injection position for only 3 seconds, after which it was 
rotated back to the normal position. Between each run, the vent valve at view cell A 
was momentarily opened to allow fresh solution to fill the sample loop for the next 
run. 17 
2.2.5 UV Detector and Recorder Settings 
UV detector  Rise time at 0.8  sec. 
Peak duration at 1 minute. 
High slope sensitivity. 
268 nm wavelength for Tebuconazole biocide. 
280 nm wavelength for TCMTB biocide. 
Recorder 
280 nm wavelength for naphthalene 
Differential input connection. 
10 Volts input range. 
Unipolar input polarity. 
Sampling rate at 10 samples/sec 
Average every 5 data points. 
Input gain =  10. 
2.3 Analysis of Pulse Responses for Capillary Peak Broadening 
The concentration profile of a dispersed peak was assumed to be a Gaussian 
distribution. The plate number( N) is defined as the square of the ratio of the 






Note that the retention time is the time at maximum height of the peak. Since the 
plate number depends on the length of the column, a new parameter, plate height 
( H), was introduced and defined as: 
H=!::.. 
N 
....................... (2.2) 18 
where L is the column length. From the fundamental work of Taylor (1953) and 
chromatography theory by Giddings and Seager( 1962), the plate height is related to 




where  Uo is the mean flow velocity, which was determined by dividing length of 
the tubing (L) by retention time (tr) and  rj  is the inner radius of the tubing. 
The standard deviation (Std.) was obtained by fitting the entire response, 
A(t), as a Gaussian distribution curve, G(t), by the least squares method. The 
Gaussian distribution curve eqution is: 
GCt) = ~  exp[_(~)2  / 2] 
"t/2rc  Std. 
....................... (2.5) 
The "solver" in Excel software was used to solve for the best value of the standard 
deviation. An example of  A(t) and G(t) is shown in Fig.2-3. From Eqn. (2.1),(2.2), 
and (2.4), the diffusion coefficient is finally obtained. Eqn. (2.4) is the root of quadratic equation, therefore there are two roots. 
From the study by Giddings and Seager( 1962), the root which is independent to 
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Comparison of the response data curve ( A(t) ) to the Gaussian 
distribution curve ( G(t) ). 
2.4  Constraints and Limitations 
Although the capillary peak broadening(CPB) technique was convenient, 
There are still some constraints and limitations to be considered. The experimental 
apparatus and operating conditions had to be carefully designed to avoid inaccurate 
results. 
19 20 
2.4.1  Laminar Flow 
The analysis was based on the assumption of laminar flow in circular cross-





Re= P Uod <2000 
J.l 
=  (  0.32 - 0.888)  g/cm
3 
=  ( 1 - 2  )  cm I sec 
=  (2.5 X 10-5 _  9.06 x 10-
5
)  Pa· s 
=  0.54  mm 
....................... (2.6) 
Therefore,  the maximum experimental Reynolds number in these studies 
was  384, much below the laminar flow boundary. 
2.4.2  Constraint for Gaussian Peak 
From Levenspiel and Smith( 1957), the peak becomes Gaussian when 
For  our system, 
r·  I  =  0.27  mm,  L 
let Uo  = Uo  max.  =  2  cmls 
....................... (2.7) 
=  5.25  m 
and  D12  =  D12  min.  =  6 x lQ-9 m
2  Is ---------------------~  ~~--------~ 
The first  term  in Eqn. (2.7) is then negligible and the second term is only 
0.000827, which is much beow 0.01  and this constraint is thus satisfied. 
2.4.3  Secondary Flow 
Secondary flow effects occurr for flow in long coiled tubing due to 
centrifugal force. In order to avoid this problem, this study used straight tubing 
instead of  coiled tubing. The disadvantage of  using straight tubing was that its 
length was limited by the length of  the bench top in the laboratory. 
2.4.4  Pressure Drop 
21 
Due to low velocity and short tubing, the pressure drop was very small. The 
measured value was less than 1 bar. Its effect was considered negligible because at 
these conditions the fluid properties are not changed very much for only a 1 bar 
change in pressure. 
2.4.5  Adsorption 
The interaction between solute and column wall can lead to serious "tailing" 
of  the peak, especially for high molecular weight and polar compounds in the low 
density region ofe02 (Feist and Schneider, 1982). Accurate D12 results are 
obtained from symmetrical peaks. The asymmetry factor (As) was introduced as a 
measure of  acceptable symmetry(Robards et aI., 1994). 
A=~  s  ....................... (2.8) 
m 
Where m and n are measured at 10 % of  total peak height, as shown in Fig.2-4. In 
this study all reported results were from peaks which had As less than 1.3, where 1.0 
represents a perfectly symmetrical peak. --j,.--------
H 
Fig. 2-4  Measurement of the asymmetry factor(Robards et al.,1994). 
2.4.6  Dead Volume 
Dead volume is defined as any fluid volumes, from injection point to 
detection point, which is not the tubing. Diffusion also occurred in these regions, 
which caused the peak to be more broad. For our system, the major dead volume 
was in the sample loop in the injection valve and the flow cell in the UV 
detector.The sample loop volume was 5 JlL and the flow cell volume was  1 JlL, 
which were considered negligible. 
2.4.7  Concentration of  Sample 
By defInition, the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution is independent of 
solute concentration. From the solubility data of  TCMTB and Tebuconazole ( Junsophonsri, 1994), the maximum concentration of biocide in SC-C02 is in the 
range of Ix 10 -2 to Ix 10 -5  weight fraction. The prepared concentration was at 
about Ix 10 -3  or lower, which has been considered to correspond to infinite 
dilution(Liu and Ruckenstein, 1997). 
2.4.8  Velocity  Effect 
23 
According to Giddings and Seager(I962), the diffusion coefficient 
calculated from Eqn.(2.4) should be independent of velocity if the correct root for H 
is selected. Higher velocities inflate the measured diffusion coefficient through the 
effect of secondary flow when coiled tubing is employed. To avoid this effect, 
straight tubing was used in these experiments. It was also mentioned in several 
articles that the experiment should be conducted at very low velocity to get more 
accurate results. However, it is very difficult to prevent fluctuations of pressure and 
flow rate at low flow rate. In this study, velocities were in the range of 1.2 to 1.8 
cm/s. 
2.5  System  Test 
The system was first tested with naphthalene at 35°C at  pressure of 230, 
181.4, 138.7 and 96.4 bar. The results are shown in Fig. 2-5 along with results from 
various studies in the literature. Since the results from this equipment fall within the 
range of other workers, this apparatus is considered adequate to measure the 
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2.6  Source and Purity of Chemicals 
Table 2-1  Source and purity of chemicals. 
Chemical  Purity(  wt. %)  Company 
TCMTB  99.6  BUCKMAN Laboratories, Inc. 
Tebuconazole  93  BA  YER Corporation 
Naphthalene  99+  SIGMA Chemical Co., 
Carbon dioxide  99.9  Industrial Welding Supply 
24 25 
Chapter 3 
Correlations for Diffusion Coefficient Prediction 
3.1  Overview 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the RHS theory with free volume expression was 
an approach based on kinetic theory to predict the diffusion coefficient; however, 
from many studies, the model was found to be system-dependent. Parameters  f3 
and VD are not universal constants and were unable to be adopted to fit varieties of 
substances. Thus, the attention of this study focussed on the second modeling 
approach: the Stokes-Einstein based equations. Most biocide molecules are large 
enough to satisfy the assumption of the hydrodynamics-based model. In this work, 
three specific models were tested for the  prediction of the diffusion coefficients of 
biocides in SC-C02: the Wilke-Chang correlation, Hayduk-Minhas correlation,  and 
the Liu-Ruckenstein correlation. 
3.2 Wilke-Chang Correlation 
This correlation was developed from 285 data points among 251  solute-
solvent systems(Wilke and Chang, 1955). The resultant equation is: 
....................... (3.1) 
where Tis temperature(K),  l/>  is the solute-solvent interaction factor, Ml is the 
molecular weight of solvent(g/mol),  J.1  is the viscosity of the solvent(  cP), and VN is 
the molar volume of the solute at its normal boiling pointe  cm3  Imol). 26 
The correlation is simple and straightforward. Because carbon dioxide is  a 
nonpolar solvent, the solute-solvent interaction factor (4)  ) can be assumed to be 1. 
In this work, the viscosity of  carbon dioxide( Il  ) was calculated from the 
correlations of  Altumin and Sakhabetdinov( 1972) as reported  by  Sovova  and 
Prochazka(1993). Details of the model are  shown  in Appendix B. The correlation 
parameters were derived for the temperature range between  220 K  to 1300 K and 
pressures up to 1200 bars. The deviation from experimental viscosities used for the 
fitting was about 1.8 % to 2.8 %. The molar volume of  the biocide at its normal 
boiling point(V N) was estimated in this thesis using the atomic contributions of 
LeBas as shown in Appendix C. 
3.3  Hayduk-Minhas Correlation 
This correlation was developed from 58 data points for normal paraffin 
solutes from Cs to C32 in solvents from Cs to C16(Hayduk and Minhas,1982). The 
equation is: 
Tl.471l  E 
D!2 =  13.3 X 10-
8  V O.7! 
N 
£  = e~:2) -0.791 
....................... (3.2) 
all parameters are the same as those in the Wilke-Chang correlation. 
3.4  Liu and Ruckenstein Correlation 
This model was developed from a theoretical treatment for a dilute solute 
near the critical point of  the solvent (Anisimov and Kiselev, 1992) to obtain an 27 
expression for the diffusion coefficient as the sum of  two terms: the singular 
contribution due to the long-range correlation and the background or regular 
contribution. The Stokes-Einstein equation was used in the formulation of  both 
terms. Liu and Ruckenstein(1997 and correction 1998) examine 598 data points for 
33 solutes in CO2 with most data at supercritical conditions for pure CO2• Their 
final equation was: 
where kB is the Boltzmann constant (1.3807 x 10-
23 JIK), Tis temperature(K), and 
III  is viscosity of  carbon dioxide (Pa·s). Parameter cr 12  is the binary diameter 
which is the arithmetic average of cr I and  cr 2 , the molecule diameter of  solvent and 
solute, respectively. 
.  ...................... (3.4) 
where  the diameter of  the solvent molecule, CO2,(  cr I) is 3.941 x 10-
10 m (Reid et 
aI.,1987). The diameters of  the biocides were estimated from the relationship  cr  IX. 
V//3 (Reid et aI., 1987),where Vc is the critical volume. The ratio of  molecular 
diameters is then: 
(  )
113 
cr 2  =  Ve2 
cr I  Vel 
....................... (3.5) 28 
Parameter  I was introduced to take into account the shape of  the solute 
molecule. Liu and Ruckenstein preferred to use the ratio of  the critical temperatures 
rather than the acentric factor ( 0)  ) to determine f. Their correlation for lis: 
I  = to - 1;(7;2)  7;1 
....................... (3.6) 
Parameters to andjj were obtained empirically. For most solutes, to  = 2.72 andjj 
= 0.3445; for the straight chain alkanes (nC5 - nCI4), to  =  3.046  and jj =  0.786. 
Parameters  a  and  c  were selected empirically to be constants; a is 1.5 and 
cis 3.0. 
The thermodynamic factor e 00  was  estimated using the Peng-Robinson 
12 
equation of  state(1976), even though that equation is not valid very near the critical 
point. The Peng-Robinson EOS written in terms of  the compressibility factor (Z) as 
2  where  A  = 0.45724m (T)P ITr  ,  B = 0.0778P/Tr  and 
m(T)  =  [1+(0.37464+1.54226 0)  -0.269920)  2 )(1-Tr °.5)]2. 
Pr and Tr are the reduced pressure and the reduced temperature, respectively.  0)  is 
the acentric factor determined from the Lee-Kesler vapor pressure relation (Reid et 
ai., 1987). For an infinitely dilute solution, 
..... (3.8) 29 
and using the mixing rule 
where  k12 is the binary interaction parameter which can be obtained from phase 
equilibrium data. If there are no available data, the value of 0.125 was suggested by 
Lin(1984) and was used extensively by Liu and Ruckenstein(1997). 
Finally, the equation for the thermodynamic factor is : 
where 
F.  - B2  _ 2AI2 
12  - B  A 
1  1 
E  = Zx + 2.414Bx _ Zx - 0.414Bx 
x  ZI + 2.414BI  ZI - 0.414BI 
F  = -B2Bx _ 2(A2  - A12 ) + 2A12Ax 
x  B2  A  A2 
1  1  1 Chapter 4 
Results and Discussions 
30 
This chapter is divided into three parts. The first part is a discussion of  the 
accuracy of  the results for the apparatus and the method used. The second part 
presents the effect of  temperature and pressure on SC-C02 density and viscosity 
and the measured diffusion coefficient. The third part addresses correlations and the 
comparisons of  predicted values to experimental results. 
4.1  Discussion of the Apparatus and the  Method. 
An apparatus for measuring the diffusion coefficient of  a biocide in 
supercritical CO2 by the Capillary Peak Broadening(CPB) method was set up as 
discussed in Chapter 2. Experimental data for TCMTB and Tebuconazole were 
obtained and analyzed,  as shown in Appendix E. For each condition, four to six 
experimental measurements were averaged. The range was established by using the 
t-statistic with a 95 % confidence interval(Appendix F). Tailing peaks were 
observed at SC-C02 density below 0.36 g/cm3 for TCMTB and below 0.79 g/cm
3 
for Tebuconazole. As discussed in Chapter 2, adsorption of  solute on the tubing 
wall is to be  expected when high molecular weight and polar solutes are used in a 
low density region of  CO2 (Feist and Schneider, 1982). However, no previous 
report of  adsorption on 316 stainless steel tubing by heavy molecules such as 
phenanthrene(MW= 178.22) and hexachlorobenzene (MW=284.8) (Akgerman et 
al.,1996)  was found.The adsorption of  solutes on the tubing wall probably depends 
on the condition of  tubing. Inert tubing such as stainless steel coated inside with 
fused silica or teflon would be recommended to avoid adsorption, although some 
tailing has been observed even with teflon tubing(Lauer et al., 1983). 31 
For TCMTB, at SC-C02 densities from 0.3 g/cm
3 to 0.5 g/cm
3
, the 
replicates deviate from their average by more than 15 percent. Although there is no 
previous report of  inconsistent results at this density, most of  those reported results 
with ± 5 percent uncertainties were conducted at densities higher than 0.5 g/cm
3
. 
As shown in Fig.4-2, at low pressure, the density changes dramatically with a small 
change in pressure, especially at high temperature. A similar strong effect is 
observed for viscosity as a function of  pressure as shown in Fig.4-3. These results 
suggest that the CPB method is sensitive to significant property changes of  the 
solvent. To get consistent results, the experiment has to be very well controlled. 
Results with adsorption tails and uncertainty more than 10 percent were not used in 
evaluating models. At densities above 0.5 g/cm
3
, average uncertainties were 
approximately 5 percent with 10 percent maximum, and these results were 
considered reliable. 
The detector can produce erratic results if  the experiment is not well 
controlled. One of  the most commonly used detectors in CPB work is an UV 
absorbance detector, which is classified as "concentration-type" detector(Robards et 
aI., 1994). The response of  concentration-type detectors is proportional to the 
concentration. The peak width decreases with an increase of flow rate; 
consequently, the flow rate of  the CO2 carrier stream must be constant and 
reproducible. Previous experiments using a back pressure regulator were 
unacceptable because the back pressure regulator releases pressure by increasing 
exit flow rate instantaneously, and distorted peaks were observed. Using an 
expansion valve with heating tape provided better control. The fluctuation of 
pressure using the expansion valve with heating tape was  ± 5  psi compared to  ± 
15 psi using the back pressure regulator. Changing the flow rate using the 
expansion valve was also smoother than when using back pressure regulator. 4.2 Effects of  Temperature and Pressure 
A set of  experiments was designed to see the effect of  operating 
conditions(T,P) on solvent properties(density and viscosity) and on the diffusion 
coefficients ofbiocides (TCMTB and Tebuconazole) in supercritical CO2. The 
design had four levels oftemperature(35, 42,50, and 57°C) and five levels of 
pressure(96.4, 111.9, 138.7, 181.4, and 230 bar). 
4.2.1 Effect of  Pressure at Constant Temperature 
A plot of  the measured diffusion coefficients ofTCMTB as a function of 
pressure at various temperatures is shown in Fig.4-1. 
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Fig.4-1  Measured diffusion coefficients of  TCMTB in supercritical carbon 
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Fig.4-3  Calculated viscosity of SC-C02 as a function of pressure at various 
temperatures(Sovova  and  Prochazka,1993). 
33 Here it was observed that Dl2 of TCMTB  decreased with increasing 
pressure, but this effect of  pressure on DI2 is less significant at higher pressures. 
This trend was also observed in previous studies(Lamb et aI., 1989; Liong et 
al.,1991; Wells et al.,1992). It can be simply explained that at low pressure,  the 
solvent is less dense and allows the molecules of  solute to pass through the space 
between solvent molecule more rapidly. Fig.4-2  and  Fig.4-3  also show the sharp 
change in density and viscosity of  CO2 at low pressure, respectively. This may 
indicate that the effect of  pressure on D12 is due to a combination of  the effect of 
changes in density and viscosity, as disscussed later. 
4.2.2 Effect of  Temperature at Constant Pressure 
A plot of  the diffusion coefficient of  TCMTB as a function of temperature 
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34 35 
This figure shows that D12 of  TCMTB increases with increasing 
temperature. When the temperature increases isobarically, the molecules become 
more energetic and the spaces between molecules are larger. Solute molecules can 
move more readily which results in a larger D12• Plots of  SC-C02 density and 
viscosity as a function of  temperature at various pressures are shown in Fig.4-5 and 
4-6, respectively. These plots show that at higher temperature the density and 
viscosity change more rapidly with pressure than at low temperature. The diffusion 
coefficient exhibited this same relationship. 
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4.2.3 Effect of  Solvent Density 
36 
The effect of  solvent density on D12 of  TCMTB is clearly shown in Fig.4-7, 
where D12 of  TCMTB decreased with increasing solvent density. The explanation is 
that the path between solvent molecules is more restricted at higher density. It is 
more difficult for the solute molecules to pass, therefore the diffusion coefficient 
decreases. 
4.2.4 Effect of  Solvent Viscosity 
The effect of  solvent viscosity on D12 of  TCMTB is shown in Fig.4-8. This 
figure shows that the D12 ofTCMTB decreases with increasing solvent viscosity. L6 
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TCMTB. 
37 38 
The effect of  temperature and pressure on both variables produce the same trend. 
Thus, the solvent viscosity as well as the solvent density is correlated to D12• Based 
on the Stokes-Einstein relationship, viscosity is the variable used in the prediction 
of  diffusion coefficients. Evaluating the relationship between D12 and viscosity 
allows the hydrodynamic behavior of  a system to be investigated based on the 
Stokes-Einstein relationship: 
A plot of  D12 versus T / J.l  should yield a straight line through the origin. As shown 
in Fig. 4-9, the intercept of  the plot from data at 35°C was 0.8 while for other 
temperatures it was between 3 and 3.9.  These results were consistent with the 
conclusions from Debenedetti and Reid(1986), that the hydrodynamic behavior is 
approached at high viscosities. A similar plot for Tebuconazole is shown in Fig. 4-
10. From four data points, the intercept was 0.096 which also indicates the 
hydrodynamic behavior. 
Because of  adsorption effects, Tebuconazole results are at only two levels of 
temperature (35 amd 42°C) and at two levels of  pressure (181.4 and 230 bar). 
Since there are only 4 data points, a quantitative analysis of  temperature and 
pressure effects was not done. Qualitatively results for diffusion coefficient for 
Tebuconazole were similarly effected by temperature and pressure as were 
diffusion coefficients for TCMTB. 12 r-------------------------------______ _ 
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4.3 Discussion of the Data Correlations 
4.3.1  Wilke-Chang and Hayduk-Minhas Correlation 
Table E-3 and Table E-4 in Appendix E show comparisons of  the 
experimental results and the predicted values by Wilke-Chang and Hayduk-Minhus 
correlations, respectively, for TCMTB. From the Wilke-Chang correlation, the 
AAD is 7.7 percent with a 27.0  percent maximum deviation. The Wilke-Chang 
correlation seems to fit very well with TCMTB at high solvent density. For results 
only when the solvent density was higher than 0.7 g/cm
3
, the AAD was reduced to 
4.4 percent with an 11  percent maximum deviation. With the  Hayduk-Minhus 
correlation, the AAD for that same data was 17.4 percent with 29.6 percent 
maximum deviation, higher than the Wilke-Chang correlation. Table E-5 and Table 
E-6 show the same comparisons for Tebuconazole. Contrary to the results for 
TCMTB, with the  Wilke-Chang correlation, the AAD was 16.5 percent with an 
18.3 percent maximum deviation. For the Hayduk-Minhus correlation, the AAD 
was 3.2 percent with a 5.5 percent maximum deviation. From four data points, it 
was found that  for Tebuconazole at a SC-C02 density higher than 0.75 g/cm3, the 
Hayduk-Minhus correlation is adequate to predict D12 for Tebuconazole. 
The inaccuracy of  the prediction from one solute to another from both 
correlations can be explained by difference in shapes of  the solute molecules. The 
parameters of  the Wilke-Chang equation were based on data for "bulky" or 
"compact" molecules such as benzene and its derivatives(Wilke and Chang,1955), 
while the Hayduk-Minhus correlation is based on n-paraffins(Cs to C32)(Hayduk 
and Minhas,1982). The shape of  the TCMTB molecule is more like a "compact" 
molecule. Although there is a benzene ring in the Tebuconazole molecule, the 
backbone of  the molecule is straight. The same tendency was found in previous 41 
studies. For a system which exhibits hydrodynamic behavior such as the long 
straight chain C20:5 methyl ester, the AAD from Hayduk-Minhas correlation was 5 
percent while it was 14 percent from Wilke-Chang correlation(Liong et aI., 1991). 
For the "compact" molecule phenylacetic acid, the AAD from Hayduk-Minhus was 
15 percent while it was 5 percent from Wilke-Chang correlation(Wells et al.,1992). 
This conclusion does not cover the system without hydrodynamic behavior. For 
benzene-SC-C02 system, the AAD from Hayduk-Minhas correlation was 14 
percent while the AAD from Wilke-Chang was 23 percent. This demonstrated that 
the Stokes-Einstein based equations are system dependent. However, due to their 
simplicity, these equations still have some advantages. For decisions that do not 
need absolute accuracy in the prediction of  D12, the Wilke-Chang equation could be 
used to estimate D12 for the solutes-SC-C02 system which exhibits hydrodynamic 
behavior and when the solute molecule is big and "compact"; the Hayduk-Minhas 
equation could similarly be used for a straight chain solute molecule. 
4.3.2  Liu and Ruckenstein Correlation 
Table E-7 and Table E-8 show the comparisons of  experimental results and 
predicted values using the Liu and Ruckenstein equation for TCMTB and 
Tebuconazole, respectively. For TCMTB, the AAD was 8.8 percent with a 25.4 
percent maximum deviation. For Tebuconazole, the AAD was 4.4 percent with a 
7.1  percent maximum deviation. From Table E-7, percentage deviations at 35°C 
and 42 °c are relatively small compared to the deviation at higher temperatures. For 
TCMTB data at 35°C and 42 °c, the AAD was 4.6 percent with a 9.8 percent 
maximum deviation. To make an easy assumption, measured D12 were plotted 
versus predicted D12 as shown in Fig.4-11. 42 
From the Liu and Ruckenstein study(1997), the AADs are very small on the 
n-paraffin and long-chain ester solute with the SC-C02 solvent system. However, 
those results were from experiments conducted over  a  narrow range of Tr 
(0.98 ~  Tr ~  1.045). Higher deviations were found for complex molecules such as 
naphthalene, phenanthrene, and ethyl acetate over wider ranges ofTr and Pr than 
those for n-paraffins and long-chain esters. The explanation for these higher 
deviations are still uncertain. 
Using the measured data ofhexachlorobenzene(MW=284.78) from 
Akgerman et al.(1996), the predicted diffusion coefficients can be calculated from 
the parameters and the equation suggested by Liu and Ruckenstein. Comparing the 
predicted results and measured data, the same trend was found for 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
5.1 Conclusions 
An apparatus was set up to detennine the diffusion coefficient of  TCMTB 
and Tebuconazole in pure SC-C02 by the capillary peak broadening (CPB) method. 
This method was convenient because there is little special equipment needed. The 
diffuculty of  this method was in its operation. The measured diffusion coefficient 
was sensitive to the peak variance, which is distorted if  the solvent density or flow 
rate are not constant. Results at lower pressure, where the solvent density changes 
rapidly with small changes of  pressure, had higher uncertainty. The average 
uncertainty based on the t-statistic method was 7 percent with a 28 percent 
maximum at solvent density from 0.32 g/cm3 to 0.89 g/cm
3
. The average 
uncertainty was reduced to 5 percent with a 10 percent maximum when the solvent 
density was limited to 0.56 g/cm3 to 0.89 g/cm
3
. For Tebuconazole, from four data 
points, the average uncertainty was 3 percent with a 4 percent maximum for a 
solvent density from 0.8 g/cm
3 to 0.89 g/cm
3
. Adsorption of  solute on the tubing 
wall results in a  tailing peak, which was also a problem, especially in the low 
density region. This problem may be avoided by using inert tubing such as stainless 
steel coated with fused silica or teflon and operating with only partial injection. 
Although TCMTB is a  complex molecule, the effect of  solvent properties 
on the diffusion coefficient was not different from the results of  other studies. 
Density and viscosity have direct effects on the diffusion coefficient. D12 for 
TCMTB decreased with increasing solvent density and viscosity. Near the ciritical 
pressure, the density and viscosity change rapidly which causes rapid changes in 
DI2• 45 
Three correlations were used to predict the diffusion coefficients of  TCMTB 
and Tebuconazole. The Wilke-Chang correlation served well for TCMTB when the 
solvent density is between 0.7 g/cm
3 to 0.89 g/cm
3
. The AAD was 4.4 percent with 
an 11 percent maximum deviation. The Hayduk-Minhas equation provided good 




. The AAD was 3.2 percent with a 5.5 percent maximum deviation. Both 
correlations have inconsistent successes  from one solute to another due to the 
differences in the shapes of  the molecules. The more complicated semiempirical 
expression by Lin and Ruckenstein,based on hydrodynamics,  provided acceptable 
predictions of DI2 for both TCMTB and Tebuconazole. The AAD was 8.8 percent 
with a 25.4 percent maximum deviation for TCMTB; 4.4 percent AAD with a 7.1 
percent maximum deviation for Tebuconazole. Higher deviations at higher 
temperature were observed. For TCMTB data at 35°C and 42°C(l.0124 < Tr < 
1.035), the AAD was 4.6 percent with a 9.8 percent maximum deviation. The 
explanation for these higher deviations is still uncertain. 
The Liu and Ruckenstein equation was developed and tested to be able to 
predict the diffusion coefficients of  molecules from non-polar(n-paraffin) to 
polar(hexachlorobenzene), simple(n-paraffin) to complex(  caffeine) and 
small(benzene) to large(C22:0 ethyl ester) in supercritical CO2. The results from 
this work confirm that for even a large, complex and polar molecule, such as 
TCMTB or Tebuconazole, the Liu and Ruckenstein correlation provided acceptable 
predictions. Based on these results the Liu and Ruckenstein correlation is 
recommended for use in estimating the diffusion coefficient in the development of 
supercritical treatment of  wood. 46 
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
(1) More studies on different molecular sizes and shapes of  solutes should 
be done to see that the effect of  solvent parameters on the diffusion coefficient has 
the same trend for every substance. Longer capillary tubing with special treatment 
such as coating the inner wall with fused silica or teflon to prevent adsorption is 
recommended to get more precise results. 
(2) Although the Liu-Ruckenstein correlation seems to provide good 
predictions for various kinds of  solutes in SC-C02 systems, high deviations at 
higher temperatures were found. More studies over a wider range of  temperature 
and pressure are needed to evaluate the range of  solvent conditions which the Liu-
Ruckenstein correlation is applicable. 
(3) The Liu-Ruckenstein correlation seems to be better for long-chain 
molecules than for benzene derivatives. One parameter in the correlation which 
could be adjusted is the parameter  f  This parameter takes the shape of  the solute 
molecules into account. Instead of  using the ratio of  the critical temperatures, the 
acentric factor, ill , which is a measure of  the nonsphericity of  a molecule, could be 
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Appendices Appendix A : Internal Radius of  Tubing Measurement 
- initial weight of  tubing + plugs + connections  =  113.03  g. 
- filled the tubing with deionized water at 25°C with density = 0.997 glmI. 
-length of  tubing before cutting and finishing both ends = 537 cm. 
From material balance; 
volume of  tubing  =  volume of  water =  mass of  water / density 
7tr/L  =  V  =  M/p 
































Establish a range from student's  t  distribution (when sample size < 30); 
therefore, inner diameter of  the tubing is  0.5375 ± 0.0032  mm .. Appendix B : Viscosity Correlation for CO2 
Altunin and Sakhabetdinov(l972) proposed an empirical equation for the 
viscosity ratio as function of  reduced temperature and density: 
53 
............................. (B.l) 
where  P  r  is reduced density  and  T,  is reduced temperature. 
Jl °  is calculated from: 
Coefficients 
Jl °  = T,.°.5(27.2246461-16.6346068 / T,.  + 4.66920556 / T,.2 
aJO = 0.248566 120, 
all =  0.004 894 942, 
a20 = -0.373 300660, 
a21  =  1.227 534 88, 
a30 =  0.363 854 523, 
a31 =  -0.774 229 021, 
a40 = -0.063 907 075 5, 
a41  =  0.142507049 
Densities of  SC-C02 were calculated from interpolating the data from 
Angus et al.(l976). 54 
Appendix C : Molar Volume at the Normal Boiling Point Estimation 
By atomic contributions of  LeBas(Wilke and Chang,1955), as summerized 
in Table C-l. 
Table C-l Atomic volumes for complex molecules, molecular volume for 
simple substances. 
Atomic Volumes 
Bromine  27.0  Nitrogen, in secondary amines  12.0 
Carbon  14.8  Oxygene  except as noted below)  7.4 
Chlorine  24.6  Oxygen, in methyl esters  9.1 
Hydrogen  3.7  Oxygen, in methyl ethers  9.9 
Iodine  37.0  Oxygen, in higher ethers and esters  11.0 
Nitrogen, double bonded  15.6  Oxygen, in acids 
Nitrogen, in primary amines  10.5  Sulfur 
For three-membered ring, as in ethylene oxide, deduct 
For four-membered ring, as in cyclobutane, deduct 
For five-membered ring, as in furan, thiophene, deduct 
F  or pyridine, deduct 
F  or benzene ring, deduct 
For naphthalene ring, deduct 











Atom  Number of  atoms  Atomic volume 
Carbon  9  x  14.8  133.2 
Hydrogen  6  x  3.7  22.2 
Sulfur  ., 
.)  x  25.6  76.8 
Nitrogen  2  x  12.0  24.0 
Total  256.2 
Benzene ring,  deduct  - 15 
. Five-membered ring, deduct  - 11.5 
Three-membered ring, deduct  - 0.6 
Molar Volume at normal boiling point  229.1 56 
Tebuconazole 
Atom  Number of  atoms  Atomic volume 
Carbon  16  x  14.8  236.8 
Hydrogen  22  x  3.7  81.4 
Oxygen  x  7.4  7.4 
Nitrogen  3  x  12.0  36.0 
Chlorine  x  24.6  24.6 
Total  386.2 
Benzene ring,  deduct  - 15 
Five-membered ring, deduct  - 11.5 
Molar Volume at normal boiling point  359.7 Appendh D : Critical Properties Estimation 
TCMTB (2-(Thiocyanometbylthio  )benzothiazole) 
SyS-Cf'2CNS 
~--N 




Vc  = 33.04 + .L M/J"v; 
~  is Molecular weight of  group i 
Group  number of  group 
Ring Increment 
(-CH=)  4 
(-C=)  4 
(-s-)  2 
(-N=),(-N-)  2 
Nonring Increment 
(-CH2-)  1 
(-s-)  1 
L  Mi~Vi=  431.3609 
Vc  =  33.04 + (431.3609{029 
















32.066 Lyderson's Correlation (Lyderson, 1955) 
Critical Pressure 
M is the molecular weight of  TCMTB = 238.36 
Critical Temperature 
r::  1  -=  2 
Tb  0.567 + L: 6.T -(L: 6.T) 
58 
Tb  is the normal boiling point ofTCMTB, which is not known and must be 
estimated (Miller, 1977). 
Group  number of  group  6.T 
Ring Increment 
(-CH=)  4  0.011  0.154 
(-C=)  4  0.011  0.154 
(-s-)  2  0.008  0.240 
(-N=),(-N-)  2  0.007  0.130 
Nonring Increment 
(-CH2-)  1  0.020  0.227 
(-s-)  1  0.015  0.270 
'LM =  2.469 
p  =  238.36  =  30.21 atm 
c  (0.34 + 2.469)2 L~T  =  0.153 
I::  =  1  2  =  1.345 
T;,  0.567+0.153-(0.153) 
Normal boiling Temperature 
T;,  = 0.0121860 ell 
9  =  T;,  =  1 
I::  1345 
=  0.743 
A  =  [(1-9 il7 -0.048]ln(VJ+(1-9  il7ln(~)+1.255 
I-'  (1-9  )217 
/3  =  11.118 




Tb  =  610.331  K 
Tc  =  820.99  K 
Critical properties of  TCMTB 
Tc  =  820.99 K 
Pc  =  30.21  atm  =  30.61  bar 
Vc  =  547.381  cm
3/mol 
Normal boiling temperature (Tb)  =  610.331  K 
59 T ebuconazole (a-[2  -(  4-chlorophenyl) ethylJ-a-(l, I-dimethylethyl)-l H-l, 2, -/._ 
triazole-l- ethanol) 
Vetere's eorrelation(Vetere, 1973) 
Critical Volume 
M. is Molecular weight of  group i 
Group  number of  group 
Ring Increment 
(-eH=)  6 
(-e=)  2 
(-el-) 
(-N=),(-N-)  "  .) 
Noming Increment 
(-eH3-)  3 
(-eH2-)  3 
(-e-)  2 
(-OH)  1 
~vi  !vI. 
2.538  13.019 
2.538  12.011 
1.237  35.453 
1.883  14.007 
3.360  15.035 
3.360  14.027 
3.360  12.011 
0.704  16.126 
60 I  M;f1vi  =  767.214 
Vc  =  33.04 + (767.214)1.029  =  963.246 cm3/mol 
Lyderson's Correlation (Lyderson, 1955) 
Critical Pressure 
M 
~=  2 
(034+ IM) 
M is the molecular weight of  Tebuconazole = 307.83 
Critical Temperature 
r::_  1 
~  - 0.567 + IIlT -(IIlTf 
61 
Tb  is the normal boiling point of  TCMTB, which is not known and must be 
estimated (Miller, 1977). 
Group  number of  group  IlT 
Ring Increment 
(-CH=)  6  0.011  0.154 
(-C=)  2  0.011  0.154 
(-Cl)  1  0.017  0.320 
(-N=),(-N-)  3  0.007  0.130 
Nonring Increment 
(-CH3-)  3  0.020  0.227 
(-CH2-)  3  0.020  0.227 
(-C-)  2  0.000  0.210 
(-OH)  1  0.082  0.060 "iM =  3.784 
p  =  307.83  =  18.10 atm 
c  (0.34+3.784)2 
"iI1T  =  0.328 
I::  =  1  = 1.270 
1'"  0.567 + 0328 - (0328)2 
Normal boiling Temperature 
1'" = 0.0121860 e f3 
8= 1',,=  1  =  0.787 
~  1.270 
/3  =  [(1-8  )217  -0.048]ln(Vc)+(1-8  )2171n(~)+1.255 
(1-8  )217 
/3  =  11.205 




895.608  K 
705.203  K 
62 Critical properties of  Tebuconazole 
895.608  K 
Pc  =  18.10  atm  =  18.34  bar 
Vc  =  963.246  cm
3/mol 
Normal boiling temperature (Tb)  =  705.203  K 
63 64 
Appendix E : Diffusion Coefficients Data 
Table E-l  Measured diffusion coefficients of  TCMTB in SC-C02• 
T(K)  P(bar)  densi~  viscosity  Diffusion  (±)  deviation  average 
(g/cm)  (x  10
5
)  Coefficients  range  (%)  D12 
(Pa x s)  (x 10
9)(m2/s)  (x 10
9
)  (x 10
9
) 
Run  Run  (m2/s) 
#1,2,3  #4,5,6 
308  230  0.89  9.06  6.80  7.17  0.3588  5  6.694 
6.50  6.36 
6.64  -
308  181.4  0.85  8.18  7.38  7.20  0.2217  3  7.238 
7.40  7.24 
7.39  6.82 
308  138.7  0.79  7.11  7.94  7.17  0.3549  5  7.745 
7.85  7.84 
7.50  8.17 
308  111.9  0.73  6.20  9.54  9.39  0.8975  10  9.446 
9.50  8.30 
10.50 
308  96.4  0.69  5.60  8.98  10.30  0.6194  6  9.698 
10.30  8.91 
9.92  9.78 
315  230  0.86  8.33  7.79  7.49  0.1866  2  7.613 
7.53  -
7.64  -
315  181.4  0.81  7.37  8.06  7.93  0.0878  1  7.946 
7.87  7.98 
7.89  -
315  138.7  0.72  6.01  8.87  9.20  0.3383  4  9.273 
9.47  9.09 
9.17  9.84 
315  111.9  0.62  4.70  10.40  11.70  1.0019  9  10.970 
9.77  11.80 
11.20  -
315  96.4  0.53  3.88  10.80  11.50  1.5703  14  11.170 
10.90  13.20 
9.43  -65 
Table E-l, continued 
T(K)  P(bar)  densi~  viscosity  Diffusion  (±)  deviation  average 
(glcm)  (x  10
5
)  Coefficients  range  (%)  DI2 
(Pa x s)  (x  1O~(m2/s)  (x 10
9
)  (x 10
9
) 
Run  Run  (m2/s) 
#1,2,3  #4,5,6 
323  230  0.82  7.56  8.20  8.13  0.1431  2  8.077 
8.07  7.85 
8.23  7.98 
323  181.4  0.75  6.51  8.73  8.66  0.3314  4  8.950 
9.30  8.85 
9.21  -
323  138.7  0.63  4.93  10.40  10.90  0.4295  4  10.350 
10.00  9.71 
10.50  10.60 
323  111.9  0.48  3.48  9.97  13.20  2.3219  19  12.530 
12.90  11.30 
15.30 
323  96.4  0.36  2.74  tailing  peak  - -
330  230  0.78  6.93  8.37  8.09  0.2983  3  8.528 
8.78  8.83 
8.74  8.36 
330  181.4  0.70  5.81  10.20  9.85  0.4809  5  9.612 
9.17  9.54 
9.30  -
330  138.7  0.56  4.23  11.80  11.90  0.8888  8  11.560 
11.10  12.50 
10.50  -
330  111.9  0.39  2.91  7.46  - 2.5599  28  9.067 
9.78  -
9.96  -
330  101.1  0.32  2.53  tailing  peak  - -66 
Table E-2  Measured diffusion coefficients of Tebuconazole in SC-C02• 
T(K)  P(bar)  densi~  viscosity  Diffusion  (±)  deviation  average 
(glcm)  (x  10
5
)  Coefficients  range  (%)  DI2 
(Pa x s)  (x 109)(m2/s)  (x 10
9
)  (x 10
9
) 
Run  Run  (m2/s) 
#1,2,3  #4,5,6 
308  230  0.89  9.06  5.67  5.63  0.083  1  5.696 
5.80  5.74 
5.64  -
308  181.4  0.85  8.18  6.54  6.49  0.173  3  6.622 
6.65  6.56 
6.87  -
315  230  0.86  8.33  6.65  6.45  0.191  3  6.573 
6.77  -
6.42  -
315  181.4  0.81  7.37  7.11  6.91  0.254  4  7.208 
7.51  7.23 
7.28  -Table E-3  Comparison of measured diffusion coefficients of  TCMTB and 
predicted  results from Wilke-Chang correlation. 
67 
T(K)  P(bar)  densi?:  viscosity  Measured  D12  Predicted  deviation 
(g/cm)  (x  105)  (x 10
9
) (m2/s)  DI2 byW&C  (%) 
(pa x s)  (x 109)(m2/s) 
308  230  0.89  9.06  6.694  6.390  -4.5 
308  181.4  0.85  8.18  7.238  7.084  -2.1 
308  138.7  0.79  7.11  7.745  8.141  5.1 
308  111.9  0.73  6.20  9.446  9.344  -1.1 
308  96.4  0.69  5.60  9.698  10.343  6.6 
315  230  0.86  8.33  7.613  7.111  -6.6 
315  181.4  0.81  7.37  7.946  8.033  1.1 
315  138.7  0.72  6.01  9.273  9.858  6.3 
315  111.9  0.62  4.70  10.970  12.61  14.9 
323  230  0.82  7.56  8.077  8.038  -0.5 
323  181.4  0.75  6.51  8.950  9.325  4.2 
323  138.7  0.63  4.93  10.350  12.31  18.9 
330  230  0.78  6.93  8.528  8.950  4.9 
330  181.4  0.70  5.81  9.612  10.675  11.1 
330  138.7  0.56  4.23  11.560  14.685  27.0 
AAD  =  7.67  % 
maximum deviation  = 27.0 % Table E-4  Comparison of measured diffusion coefficients ofTCMTB and 
predicted  results from Hayduk-Minhas correlation 
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T(K)  P(bar)  density  viscosity  Measured  DJ2  Predicted  deviation 
(glcm
3
)  (x  105)  (x 10
9
) (m2/s)  DJ2 byH&M  (%) 
(Pa x s)  (x 10
9
) (m2/s) 
308  230  0.89  9.06  6.694  7.657  14.4 
308  181.4  0.85  8.18  7.238  8.269  14.2 
308  138.7  0.79  7.11  7.745  9.174  18.5 
308  111.9  0.73  6.20  9.446  10.169  7.7 
308  96.4  0.69  5.60  9.698  10.970  13.1 
315  230  0.86  8.33  7.613  8.429  10.7 
315  181.4  0.81  7.37  7.946  9.232  16.2 
315  138.7  0.72  6.01  9.273  10.757  16.0 
315  111.9  0.62  4.70  10.970  12.930  17.8 
323  230  0.82  7.56  8.077  9.406  16.5 
323  181.4  0.75  6.51  8.950  10.509  17.4 
323  138.7  0.63  4.93  10.350  12.931  24.9 
330  230  0.78  6.93  8.528  10.351  21.4 
330  181.4  0.70  5.81  9.612  11.807  22.8 
330  138.7  0.56  4.23  11.560  14.981  29.6 
AAD  =  17.4 % 
maximum deviation  =  29.6 % 69 
Table E-5  Comparison of measured diffusion coefficients of  Tebuconazole 
and predicted  results from Wilke-Chang correlation 
T(K)  P(bar)  density  viscosity  Measured  D12  Predicted  deviation 
(g/cm
3
)  (x  105)  (x 10
9
) (m2/s)  D12 by W&C  (%) 
(Pa x s)  (x 10
9
) (m2/s) 
308  230  0.89  9.06  5.696  4.882  -14.3 
308  181.4  0.85  8.18  6.622  5.412  -18.3 
n_ 
315  230  0.86  8.33  6.573  5.433  -17.3 
315  181.4  0.81  7.37  7.208  6.138  -14.9 
AAD  =  16.5  % 
maximum deviation  =  - 18.3  % 
Table E-6  Comparison of measured diffusion coefficients ofTebuconazole 
and predicted  results from Hayduk-Minhas correlation 
T(K)  P(bar)  density  viscosity  Measured  D12  Predicted  deviation 
(g/cm
3
)  (x  105)  (x 109) (m2/s)  Dl2 byH&M  (%) 
(Pa x s)  (x 10
9
)  (m2/s) 
308  230  0.89  9.06  5.696  5.787  1.6 
308  181.4  0.85  8.18  6.622  6.261  -5.5 
315  230  0.86  8.33  6.573  6.380  -2.9 
315  181.4  0.81  7.37  7.208  7.001  -2.9 
AAD  =  3.2  % 
maximum deviation  = -5.5  % 70 
Table E-7  Comparison of measured diffusion coefficients of TCMTB and 
predicted results from Liu and Ruckenstein correlation 
T(K)  P(bar)  densi~  viscosity  Measured  Dl2  Predicted  deviatioIl 
(g/cm)  (x  105)  (x 109) (m2/s)  D12 by L&R  (%) 
(Pa x s)  (x 10
9
) (m2/s) 
308  230  0.89  9.06  6.694  6.920  3.4 
308  181.4  0.85  8.18  7.238  7.548  4.3 
308  138.7  0.79  7.11  7.745  8.423  8.8 
308  111.9  0.73  6.20  9.446  9.280  -1.8 
308  96.4  0.69  5.60  9.698  9.757  0.6 
315  230  0.86  8.33  7.613  7.696  1.1 
315  181.4  0.81  7.37  7.946  8.514  7.1 
315  138.7  0.72  6.01  9.273  10.034  8.2 
315  111.9  0.62  4.70  10.970  12.054  9.8 
323  230  0.82  7.56  8.077  8.687  7.6 
323  181.4  0.75  6.51  8.950  9.812  9.6 
323  138.7  0.63  4.93  10.350  12.282  18.6 
330  230  0.78  6.93  8.528  9.658  13.3 
330  181.4  0.70  5.81  9.612  11.167  16.2 
330  138.7  0.56  4.23  11.560  14.501  25.4 
AAD  =  8.8  % 
maximum deviation  =  25.4 % 71 
Table E-8  Comparison of measured diffusion coefficients of  Tebuconazole 
and predicted  results from Liu-Ruckenstein correlation 
T(K)  P(bar)  densi7  viscosity  Measured  DI2  Predicted  deviation 
(glcm)  (x  105)  (x 10
9
)  (m2/s)  DI2 by L&R  (%) 
(Pa x s)  (x 10
9
) (m2/s) 
308  230  0.89  9.06  5.696  5.599  -1.7 
308  181.4  0.85  8.18  6.622  6.149  -7.1 
315  230  0.86  8.33  6.573  6.241  -5.0 
315  181.4  0.81  7.37  7.208  6.945  -3.6 
AAD  =  4.4  % 
maximum deviation  =  - 7.1  % 72 
Appendix F : Establishing a Range by T  -statistic Method 
For sample size(n) or number of  samples are less than 30, assuming that the 
samples have t- distribution is more accurate than using normal distribution. 
Establishing a range could be done by equation: 
Jlc = c  + t(I-a) X Std.l Fn 
where C  is the sample average. 
n  is sample size. 
Std. is sample standard deviation. 
t (1-ct)  is the t-statistic. 
f..1  c  is the mean of  the population which is sampled. 
For two-tails, 95 percent confidence interval. 
1-2a  =  0.95 
then  a  =  0.025 
From statistic table for t-distribution, 
n 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
10.975 
12.71 
4.30 
3.18 
2.78 
2.57 
2.45 